
36.  Success.

Dear fellow travellers. 
     What does success mean to you? 
     “Aliveness, as that unfolds naturally through me.”  is my guide. 
     In my first year at Elam school of Fine Arts, Auckland University, I received 
A’s and A+ for all subjects. I looked at the confirmation card with astonishment. 
     When I received a grant to publish my first book, I thought ‘Good, I can do 
it now.’ 
     When I won an International essay competition and a handsome cheque,       
I was almost bewildered.  “They liked it!” 
     But today when I see the love in my autistic son Finn’s eyes and know his 
soul is wrestling with the realisation that my attention is moving elsewhere,          
I celebrate myself.   “I did it.”  I Listened to my heart and inner guidance.           
I persevered with him and the demanding work that he is. Even when my small 
self was tetchy,  I lit his lamp and mine with small drops of oil.  The look.  The 
tone of voice.  The forgiveness and  the apology.  “I’m sorry.  I will be more 
mindful.”  The beautiful, nourishing meals. The asking of the Universe    …    
“Help!  What do I do now?”   ….  the listening to God within and the often 
surreal, spontaneous response.  A handstand, an operatic aria, an endorphin 
stroke on the back of the neck.  I frequently say to God, “How did you do that!” 
…   to a synchronistic happening.  The right thing at the right time.     

   Skye Isaac and Finn Catley.  Polishing stones. 
      Finn turned 51 on the 28th January 2021.  His father died the same day.        
I turned 80 on the 17th October 2021.  Our soul contract for this lifetime is 
changing as I am called -carried-drawn, elsewhere   …    by the great attractor. 



  Big learnings.  
Marianne Williamson reminds us. 

“Today I recognize that God is my source. 

     According to A Course in Miracles, we have an “authorship” problem.  When we 
do not recognize our divine source, we express ourselves as creations of the world 
rather than as creations of spirit. We are not children of the world; we are children of 
God. We don’t have to allow the false input of a weary world to affect us as it does. 
We can ride on the back of the Holy Spirit. 
     Confusion about our divine heritage translates into confusion about ourselves: not 
understanding who we are or where we come from.  And so we lack spiritual stability. 
In the absence of the sense of a divine creator, the mind assumes that we are our own 
creator and we ourselves become our own God. 
     In remembering the truth of where we came from, we become more open to the 
truth of who we are. 
       Today I recognise that God is my source.”

Marianne Williamson 



In any moment life begins again. 
     In any given moment, the universe is primed to give us new life, to begin again, to 
create new opportunities, to miraculously heal all things, to change darkness to light 
and fear to love. God’s light shines eternally clear, untarnished by our illusions. 
     Our task is to take a deep breath, slow down, and let God be God. We can 
surrender all thoughts of past or future, and let the spirit of now shine forth in our 
awareness. There, in the realm of the eternal good, lies the hope of healing for the 
world. God is ever awake to how beautiful we are. He made us that way, and so it is. 
In any moment life begins again.   Marianne Williamson 

  My younger sister died last 
Wednesday.  We celebrated 
her life and buried her 
ashes on Sunday.  It is 
also time for me to say 
“Fare Thee well”  to you 
for now.   Thank you for 
receiving my offerings. 
   This is my last email 
letter.   I may contact you in 
April 2022. 

We are in an auspicious, 
 Christ               conscious time 
of year.     

     I invite you to light a candle each day to invoke, cherish, love, celebrate 
and give gratitude for the light in your own heart. Ask that light to be a 
light for the world.  Then radiate out.  Shine your light.  Let yourself be. 
   Like anything else of value, love for yourself, and for others, needs to be 
tended to, cultivated and taken care of.  Holding a person’s heart in our 
hands is a privilege and a huge responsibility.  I wish you a happy, loving 
season of forever. 

    Skye 


